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ABSTRACT: This article presents a reanalysis of the foot-based phonology of Chugach Alutiiq (henceforth CA), a language that displays a complex mixed ternary–binary rhythm, as well as metrically conditioned distributions of pitch, fortition and vowel lengthening. Elaborating on earlier analyses of CA that had posited some kind of ternary constituent (Hewitt, 1991, 1992; Leer, 1985a, 1985b, 1985c; Rice, 1992), we propose CA should be analyzed by means of the Internally Layered Ternary (ILT) foot, a minimal recursive foot (Prince, 1980; Selkirk, 1980), which was recently revived in a typological study of binary–ternary stress (Martínez-Paricio & Kager, 2015). It will be argued that ILT feet capture CA’s puzzling dual behavior of unstressed and stressed syllables straightforwardly by referring to the status of syllables as heads or dependents of minimal or non-minimal feet. After showing the value of ILT feet in the analysis of CA rhythmic and segmental patterns, we turn to our analytical focus, the distributions of high and low pitch. This distribution is arguably metrically conditioned, yet an analysis based on stress or standard binary feet cannot capture it, whereas the ILT approach can. To highlight the advantages of our approach, we end by offering brief comparisons with previous analyses of CA.
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RESUMEN: Tonos condicionados por la estructura métrica y pies mínimamente recursivos en Chugach Alutiiq. – Este artículo presenta un reanálisis de diversos aspectos fonológicos de la lengua esquimal Chugach Alutiiq (de ahora en adelante, CA): la asignación de acentos rítmicos (binarios y ternarios), la distribución de los tonos alto y bajo, el fortalecimiento de algunas consonantes y el alargamiento de determinadas vocales. Influidos por análisis previos de la lengua que postularon la existencia de algún tipo de constituyente prosódico ternario en CA (Hewitt, 1991, 1992; Leer, 1985a, 1985b, 1985c; Rice, 1992), proponemos que la fonología métrica de CA debe analizarse por medio de un pie Ternario Mínimamente Recursivo (TMR); estas estructuras fueron originariamente propuestas por Prince (1980) y Selkirk (1980), y han sido recientemente retomadas en un estudio tipológico sobre el ritmo binario y ternario (Martínez-Paricio & Kager, 2015). A lo largo del artículo se demostrará que todos estos procesos pueden recibir un análisis fonológico sencillo si se incorporan, entre las posibles representaciones métricas del lenguaje, los pies TMR. Concretamente, se demostrará que el pie TMR permite dar cuenta del comportamiento dual de las sílabas tónicas y átonas en CA mediante la referencia al estatus específico de estas sílabas bien como núcleos o dependientes de un pie minimo o no minimo. Tras resaltar el papel que desempeñan los pies recursivos en diversos patrones rítmicos y segmentales de CA, nos centramos en el análisis de la distribución de los tonos alto y bajo en esta lengua. El artículo se cierra con una breve comparación con otros análisis alternativos.

Palabras clave: fonología métrica; representaciones fonológicas; acento ternario; tono condicionado por la estructura métrica.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The dual role of metrical feet

The recognition of an intermediate rhythmic category lying between the syllable (σ) and the prosodic word (ω), the foot (Ft), has led to enormous insights in metrical analyses of stress assignment (Hayes, 1980/1985, 1995; Hyman, 1983; Kager, 1989; Liberman, 1975; Liberman & Prince, 1977; Selkirk, 1978, 1980; among others). These and subsequent studies show that reference to foot structure facilitates a straightforward account of crosslinguistically attested rhythmic stress patterns. Beyond the predictive power of feet in the analysis of stress distributions, the incorporation of this prosodic category in phonological representations entails another important explanatory asset. Many otherwise puzzling phonological and morphophonological processes (e.g., fortition, lenition, vowel deletion, vowel reduction, reduplication, truncation, hypocoristic formation, etc.) and a wide variety of crosslinguistic segmental and tonal distributions receive a simple explanation once the phonological component directly refers to foot constituency (foot heads vs. foot dependents), foot edges (foot initial, foot final) and/or foot types (trochee vs. iamb, moraic vs. syllabic; e.g., Hayes, 1995, and references therein). Under this view, metrical stress and metrically dependent processes are crucially connected and better comprehended when a unique foot structure is posited for a particular language.

1.2. New assumptions regarding foot structure

Traditionally, the standard assumptions regarding foot structure in metrical theory have been that (i) feet consist of maximally two syllables and (ii) they are universally immediately dominated by the prosodic word (e.g., Hayes, 1995; McCarthy and Prince, 1986/1996; Nespor and Vogel, 1986). An example of these assumptions is shown in (1) (parentheses signal foot boundaries).

\[(\sigma \sigma, \sigma)_{\omega}\]

However, an alternative hypothesis (going back to Prince, 1980; Selkirk, 1980), namely that feet can be maximally trisyllabic, as long as they are binary branching and internally layered, has recently regained acceptance by a number of works that propose to reincorporate Internally Layered Ternary (ILT) feet in metrical representations, that is, binary feet with a left- or right-weak adjunct (Bennett, 2012; Kager, 2012; Martínez-Paricio, 2012, 2013; Martínez-Paricio & Kager, 2015, and references therein). In an ILT foot, a foot is minimally expanded via prosodic adjunction of one syllable. For instance, in (2) the ILT foot arises via adjunction of a syllable to a following/preceding trochaic foot, but similar structures can arise with iambic feet.

\[\left[(\sigma \sigma, \sigma)_{\omega}\right]\]

ILT feet arise in particular languages under specific rankings of a small set of constraints regulating the size, structure and directionality of feet (Martínez-Paricio & Kager, 2015). Likewise, in quantity-sensitive languages, ILT feet may arise via adjunction of a weak syllable to an existing foot that consists of a heavy syllable (e.g., \[\left[\left(\sigma\right)_{\omega}\right]\] (Kager & Martínez-Paricio, forthcoming-a, forthcoming-b). The only restriction in all these layered configurations is that recursion at the foot level must be minimal, that is, just a single foot layer can be stacked on top of another foot.

The postulation of minimal recursive feet has a venerable history in phonological theory; it finds its roots in original works on foot structure (Selkirk, 1980, and Prince, 1980) and has since occasionally been invoked in the analysis of particular languages (e.g., Grijzenhout, 1990; Hewitt, 1992; van der Hulst, 2010; Kager, 1994; McCarthy, 1982; Rice, 1992; Zoll, 2004). However, for a number of different reasons (see Hayes, 1995, and Rice, 2007, 2011, for details) ILT feet had usually been left out from mainstream metrical theory until fairly recently.

In this context, two are the main goals of this paper. The first is to provide further arguments in support of the dual role of the prosodic category foot as the domain of metrical stress and foot-dependent phonological processes in Chugach Alutiq (CA), a dialect of the Yupik language spoken by a small number of individuals in Alaska, from Cook Inlet to the Prince William Sound (Leer, 1985a). To achieve this goal, we will specifically look at the distribution of pitch in this language and its interaction with stress, as described in Leer (1985a, b, c). The distribution of pitch in CA is especially intriguing because this seems to be tightly connected to stress. However, a purely stress-based account fails to predict its specific distribution. Consider, for example, the data in (3). The three trisyllabic words display very different pitch patterns. Whereas high (H) tones seem to dock to stressed syllables, the distribution of low (L) tones is not that straightforward: some unstressed syllables surface with an L tone, while others don’t, in a way that is not immediately apparent from their relative position with respect to

---

1 For the reasons behind assuming that foot recursion is restricted to only one level, as opposed to recursion in foot-external prosodic categories like the prosodic word or the phonological phrase, see Martínez-Paricio (2013) and Martínez-Paricio & Kager (2015).

2 Although Leer’s transcription often refers to a difference between primary and secondary stressed syllables, we follow Rice (1992, p. 140) in reanalyzing this contrast as a contrast in pitch; see also Leer (1985c) suggestion along these lines: “It is possible to argue that in CA we have two degrees of stress [stressed vs. unstressed] and three pitch levels [high, low, and no particular tone] and that ‘weakly stressed’ syllables [i.e., secondary stressed syllables] differ from ‘unstressed’ syllables not by stress, but in that the ‘weakly stressed’ syllables are assigned pitch level 1 [equivalent to a low tone], whereas the ‘unstressed’ syllables are not assigned a pitch level of their own. Their pitch is dependent on the pitch of neighboring syllables” (p. 164).
stressed syllables. (Dots indicate syllable boundaries; stressed syllables appear in boldface with an acute accent; H and L superscripted at the right edge of a syllable indicate that the preceding syllable displays that particular pitch and \( \text{H} \) indicates an up-stepped high.)

(3) Pitch distributions in CA (Leer, 1985a):

a. \( \text{án}^{\text{H}} \), \( \text{ci}^{\text{L}} \), \( \text{quá}^{\text{H}} \) (p. 115) ‘I’ll go out’

b. \( \text{áá}^{\text{H}} \), \( \text{na}^{\text{H}} \), \( \text{ká}^{\text{H}} \) (p. 115) ‘my mother’

c. \( \text{mu}^{\text{L}} \), \( \text{lu}^{\text{L}} \), \( \text{kan}^{\text{L}} \) (p. 87) ‘if she takes a long time’

We will demonstrate that a foot-based account of CA correctly predicts its particular distribution of tone. In this respect, the second, more specific goal of this article is representational, namely we will argue in favor of a metrical analysis of CA pitch and stress patterns that refers to ILT feet. We will show that these patterns, as well as other phonological processes in CA, receive a unified account when metrical representations include ILT feet. Since previous analysis of the language had already posited some kind of prosodic constituent larger than the standard binary foot and smaller than the prosodic word to account for various segmental and suprasegmental aspects of the language (e.g., the superfoot and the Pitch Group in Leer, 1985a, 1985b, 1985c; the bounded prosodic word in Hewitt, 1991, 1992; the resolved foot in Rice, 1992), we will discuss the main similarities and differences between these analyses and our ILT foot approach. Although we tacitly assume the phonological framework of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004), the hierarchy of constraints responsible for creating different metrical structures in CA will not be discussed in this article, since our main goal here is to analyze the potential of ILT representations (interested readers are referred to Martínez-Paricio, 2013, and Martínez-Paricio & Kager, 2015).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the data presented in Leer (1985a, 1985b, 1985c) and proposes an ILT-foot based analysis of CA rhythmic stress based on Martínez-Paricio (2013) and Martínez-Paricio and Kager (2015), relying on the notion of the rhythmic continuum (Martínez-Paricio & Kager, 2015), which is useful to understand CA metrical structure. Section 3 describes and analyzes the tonal distribution of CA, providing further support for the incorporation of ILT feet in metrical representations. Section 4 provides additional vowel lengthening data in support of this view. Section 5 highlights the major divergences between previous representational analyses of CA tone and the one proposed here. Section 6 presents the conclusions.

2. CHUGACH ALUTIQ IN THE RHYTHMIC CONTINUUM

Chugach Alutiq has figured prominently in the metrical literature due to its rich prosodic system and complicated stress patterns, which combines binary and ternary rhythmic stress. That is, whereas in some words stress appears on every second syllable (e.g., \( \text{akítumâk} \) ‘kind of food-ABL-SC’), in other words stress may fall on a subsequent third syllable (e.g., \( \text{atiquni} \) ‘if he [REFL] uses them’). Ternary stress alternations are rare from a typological point of view and they have generally posed an analytical challenge to metrical theories, whether rule based or constraint oriented (see Hayes, 1995; Rice, 2011, for references). Since feet were thought to be maximally bisyllabic and appear adjacent to a word, the motivation behind ternary stress alternations remained unclear. However, the recent revival of ILT feet has led to a new interpretation of ternarity and the typology of rhythmic stress in general, which will be reviewed in Section 2.1. Finally, CA is a weight-sensitive language and thus, the already complicated mixed rhythmic stress patterns can be further modified by the presence of heavy syllables.

This section presents the stress data in CA and proposes, following Martínez-Paricio and Kager (2015), that the foot structure in the language displays a combination of traditional binary feet and ILT feet. We first discuss metrical representations for words containing only light syllables (Section 2.1) and then turn to investigate the structure of words with heavy and light syllables (Section 2.2). All data in this article are drawn from the series of important descriptive and analytical works based on Leer’s own fieldwork (1985a, 1985b, 1985c) and the extensive reanalysis found in Rice’s dissertation (1992). These two studies, together with Hewitt’s (1991, 1992), have greatly influenced the present one, since they already investigated the possibility of including some additional layer in between the foot and the prosodic word in CA metrical representations.

2.1. Quantity-insensitive stress patterns

The distribution of stress in CA words with light syllables is illustrated in (4). Chugach has multiple instances of equally prominent stresses per prosodic word (Leer, 1985a, 1985b, 1985c; Rice, 1992). Although this is not very common in stress systems, it is frequent in other Yupik languages (Jacobson, 1985; Woodbury, 1987). The data illustrate the binary and ternary rhythmic stress alternations in CA. On the leftmost column we indicate the number of syllables in each word, which, in these cases, matches the number of morae.

---

In (4) we see that peninitial syllables are always stressed and final syllables are stressed with the exception of 3n-syllable words (i.e., 3- and 6-syllable forms, that is, 4b and 4e), where the rightmost stress falls on the penultimate syllable instead. Words longer than four syllables (4d-f) display a ternary stress alternation after the peninitial stress, that is, the second and fifth syllables are separated by a lapse of two unstressed syllables. However, this ternary stress alternation is not maintained throughout in words of 3n+1 syllables (4f); for example, in 7-syllable forms binarity reemerges after the fifth stressed syllable, which is separated by only one syllable from the subsequent stress. Based on the fact that peninitial syllables are always stressed and final stress is pre-dominant, it can be proposed that the foot shape in CA involves an iamb. With left-to-right footing, this predicts the correct location of stress in (4a-c). It remains uncertain, however, how to account for the ternary stress alternation following the first foot in longer words (4d-f) as well as the partial reemergence of binarity in 7-syllable forms (4f).

Although typologically rare, ternary stress and pitch accent alternations have been reported for a handful of languages. Martínez-Paricio and Kager’s (2015) novel typological analysis of binary and ternary quantity-insensitive rhythmic stress is able to account for the attested patterns without overgenerating metrical incoherent rhythmic systems (cf. Hyde, 2015). This new analysis, couched within Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004), reintroduces ILT feet in metrical representations and concludes that the traditional dichotomy between binary stress systems and ternary stress systems is too strict and should be slightly relaxed. According to these authors, rhythmic stress systems cannot be strictly categorized as either binary or ternary. Instead, languages are placed along a binary-to-ternary rhythmic continuum (Table 1). At one end of the continuum (leftmost column, Table 1), we encounter languages with binary stress alternations in every length form, which result from the combination of binary feet and (in odd-numbered forms) an unparsed syllable at one edge of the prosodic word. At the other end of the continuum we find languages with radical ternarity, that is, all stressed syllables are separated by two unstressed syllables (rightmost column, Table 1). In these languages ILT are overall favored: even when two adjacent syllables could give rise to a binary foot, languages at this end of the continuum prefer to leave those two syllables unfooted. Although Table 1 illustrates the continuum with trochaic feet, (σ σ), and trochaic feet with a right adjunct, ((σ σ)σ)σ, the continuum can also be instantiated with trochaic feet with a left adjunct and all types of binary and ILT iambic feet.

In between these two extremes, mixed systems with increasing ternarity emerge: from those where ILT feet are only a last-resort device that ensures exhaustive parsings in odd-parity forms (Bennett, 2012; Martínez-Paricio, 2012, 2013; second column in Table 1) to those where ILT feet and binary feet coexist to a different extent (third and fourth column in Table 1).

Table 1: The binary-to-ternary rhythmic continuum (Martínez-Paricio & Kager, 2015, p. 461).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>strictly binary non-exhaustive</th>
<th>binary and ternary exhaustive</th>
<th>ternary and binary exhaustive</th>
<th>ternary and binary non-exhaustive</th>
<th>strictly ternary non-exhaustive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(σσ)σ</td>
<td>(σσ)(σσ)</td>
<td>(((σσ)σ)σ)</td>
<td>(((σσ)σ)σ)</td>
<td>(σσ)(σσ)(σσ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(σσ)(σσ)σ</td>
<td>(σσ)(σσ)(σσ)</td>
<td>(((σσ)σ)(σσ))</td>
<td>(((σσ)σ)(σσ))</td>
<td>(σσ)(σσ)(σσ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binary</td>
<td>ternary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4 Following Leer (1985a) and Rice (1992), data are given in the standard orthography with the exception of the digraph <ng>, which was substituted for its phonetic value [ŋ]. The rest of the orthography is transparent, although it deviates from phonetics only in a few cases: voiced fricatives [ɡ, ɣ, ɣʷ] are represented as <g, ñ, ñ̩> respectively; voiceless fricatives [t, k, x, x̩, ñ] as <t, k, x, x̩, ñ>; and the voiceless nasal as <hN>.
On this view, CA falls somewhere near the middle of the rhythmic continuum; namely, CA would instantiate a mixed ternary/binary exhaustive system (third column in Table 1). Following Martínez-Paricio and Kager (2015), and previous analyses of CA (see references above), we assume that the default foot in CA involves an iamb, which in some occasions can have a right-adjoined syllable. This gives rise to an ILT foot of the shape shown in Figure 1. Headedness is indicated with vertical lines. In this structure a foot projection (Ft’) dominates another foot (Ft).

Figure 1: ILT foot in Chugach Alutiiq (Martínez-Paricio, 2012, 2013; Martínez-Paricio & Kager, 2015).

That is, in forms with light syllables only, the juxtaposition of ILT feet and disyllabic iambics gives rise to the binary-ternary mixed stress patterns reported for CA. The data with the relevant metrical representations, arranged by the number of syllables in a word is presented in (5).

(5) Chugach binary and ILT feet (Leer 1985a):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of σ</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 2</td>
<td>(pə̥.n̥áq)</td>
<td>‘cliff’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. 3n</td>
<td>((a.ku)·taq)</td>
<td>‘a food-absolutive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(((pi.su)·(ta.qu)) ni)</td>
<td>‘if he (REFL) is going to hunt’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 3n+1</td>
<td>((a.ku)·ta.mek)</td>
<td>‘a food-ablative-sg’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(((ma·n̥ar) su·(qu.ta)·(qu.nf))</td>
<td>‘if he (REFL) is going to hunt porpoise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. 3n+2</td>
<td>((a.tu)·qu·ni.ki)</td>
<td>‘if he (REFL) uses them’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general principle that regulates the parsing of syllables into feet in CA is the following: ternary feet are built starting at the left edge; however, in case a string of four syllables is left over at the right edge, this is broken up into two binary feet (e.g., 3n+1 forms, 5c). That is, binarity is favored in these cases over ternarity in order to satisfy exhaustivity and avoid unary feet.

In 2- and 4-syllable forms (5a, c) exhaustivity is achieved with binary feet and, therefore, there is no need for ILT feet to emerge. In 3-syllable forms, to avoid leaving one syllable unparsed, an ILT foot arises (5b). The same occurs in other 3n forms: the 6-syllable form pisiuqtaquni (5b) prioritizes a parsing with two ILT feet this form rather than with three binary feet. This preference to economize in feet or gridmarks is a property of ternary systems that has always been present in the literature on ternary stress (Elenbaas & Kager, 1999; Gordon, 2002; Hayes, 1995; Hyde, 2002; Kager, 1994, among others). However, this tendency towards economizing in number of feet is not radical: in a 7-syllable form, two ILT feet could have been built, but this would have left one syllable either unparsed or in a degenerate foot. None of these options are possible in CA (see Martínez-Paricio & Kager, 2015, for a complete constraint-based analysis of rhythmic stress).

The representations in (5) are further supported by another phonological process: Leer (1985a, b, c) and Rice (1992) report that CA displays fortition of consonants at the left edge of a foot. This type of foot-initial strengthening, shown in (6), can be correctly predicted assuming the parsings in (5) where the left edge of every foot (binary or ILT) is the target of fortition (fortis consonants are underlined).

(6) Foot-initial fortition:

a. (pə̥.n̥áq)

b. ((pi.su)·qu) ((ta.qu) ni)

c. ((ma·n̥ar) su) (qu.ta) (qu.ni)

In the following subsection we briefly discuss the stress patterns in forms with heavy syllables, which resemble the ones presented here, with the only exception that heavy syllables attract stress and moraic structure is crucial.

2.2. Quantity-insensitive stress patterns

In CA there are two types of heavy bimoraic syllables: (i) syllables with long vowels and diphthongs and (ii) word-initial closed syllables (CVC). The fact that CVC are exclusively bimoraic in word-initial position is not typologically odd, since contextual restrictions on moraic consonants have been reported for various languages (Hayes, 1995; Kager, 1989; Rosenthal & van der Hulst, 1999). We interpret this positionally restricted coda weight in word-initial syllables as an instance of prominence enhancement in a phonologically strong position since the left edge of the prosodic word has been claimed to be a strong position from a phonetic, psycholinguistic and phonological point of view (Beckman, 1998; Smith, 2005, and references therein).5

In CA, heavy syllables always attract stress, altering the stress patterns reviewed in Section 2.1. To illustrate this, consider the data in (7):

(7) Chugach Alutiiq stress: words containing heavy syllables (Leer, 1985a):

a. taá.taá.qá ‘my father’ (p. 86)

b. taá.taá ‘her father’ (p. 86)

5 Additional support for the relevance of the word-initial position in CA comes from a process of gemination, which only targets word-initial light syllables that are followed by a heavy syllable (see Martínez-Paricio, 2013, p. 169 for details).
The requirement that heavy syllables receive stress is exceptionless in CA—Weight-to-Stress (Prince, 1991) is undominated in CA. This pressure is so strong that it creates stress clashes whenever two heavy syllables are adjacent, for example, (7b).

If we now assume that CA feet are sensitive to moraic structure and propose that a strictly bimoraic iamb can be built over a heavy syllable (8a) or two adjacent light syllables (8c) (Kager, 1993), we can simply account for the patterns in (7). As in Section 2.1, we propose that a weak monomoraic syllable may be adjoined to a preceding bimoraic iamb, giving rise to a trimoraic ILT foot (8b, 8d). As compared to the metrical parsings in forms with light syllables, the only additional assumptions we need to account for are that every heavy syllable must constitute a foot of its own, while adjacent syllables must be monomoraic.

(8) Foot types in Chugach Alutiiq ($\mu$ = mora):

| a. | $\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}$ |
| b. | $\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}$ |
| c. | $\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}$ |
| d. | $\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}\sigma_{\text{mu}}$ |

The motivations that force the emergence of ILT moraic feet with a right adjunct are the same as in words with light syllables: ILT feet arise to avoid monomoraic feet and unfooted syllables. Overall, the number of morae in a form and the specific way in which these are distributed crucially determine the metrical parsings in the language. This is illustrated in (9), where the metrical parsings for words with different number of morae are provided.

(9) Metrical structure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of $\mu$</th>
<th>a.</th>
<th>b.</th>
<th>c.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3
| a. | $\text{(naa}\text{)}\text{ (qu)}$ | $\text{(ma}\text{.} \text{lu}\text{.})\text{ (ku)}$ |
| b. | $\text{(naa}\text{)}\text{ (ma ci)}$ | $\text{(qu)}$ |
| b'. | $\text{* (naa} \text{) (ma) (ci)}$ | $\text{(qu)}$ |
| b''. | $\text{* (naa) (ma) (ci) (qu)}$ |
| 3 + 1 | c. | $\text{(taa)}$ | $\text{ (taaq\text{)}}$ |
| d. | $\text{(taaq)}$ |
| e. | $\text{ (mu lu\text{}) (uut\text{)}}$ |
| 3 + 2 | f. | $\text{(am ci) (qu)}$ |
| g. | $\text{(am ci) (qu ku\text{)}}$ |

Compare the metrical structures of (9a) and (9b). Although both contain 6 morae, one of them is parsed with two ILT feet ($\text{naaqumaluku}$, 9a) whereas the other is parsed with three binary feet ($\text{naaqumiqua}$, 9b). How is this possible? In the first form (9a), just as it occurred in forms with light syllables (cf. 5b), there are two ILT feet to economize in number of ILT feet. In contrast, in (9b) there are three binary feet, with no adunction. This is so because both the first and final syllables are heavy and, thus, constitute a foot on their own. Whereas the third syllable could have been adjoined to the preceding foot, the fourth syllable cannot be adjoined to the following foot as in (9b’): this would create a left-adjunct ILT foot, which is ill-formed in CA. Nor can the third syllable project a foot of its own as in (9b’); this syllable is monomoraic and CA does not allow monomoraic feet. Within Optimality Theory, the representations in (9) can be regulated via the interaction of specific constraints on foot form, foot size and constraints governing the distribution of feet within a word (see Kager & Martínez-Paricio, forthcoming a, forthcoming b, for an analysis of rhythmic stress in quantity-sensitive languages with ILT feet).

3. PITCH

In this section we demonstrate that the ILT foot structure proposed in Section 2 for CA is precisely needed to account for the distribution of pitch in the language. Leer (1985c) reported that syllables in CA can exhibit one of three different options regarding their pitch: they can bear a high tone (H), a low tone (L) or, under specific circumstances, they remain unspecified for tone; the pitch of these syllables depends on the pitch of neighboring syllables (p. 164). Importantly, CA pitch is not lexically specified, but its distribution is determined exclusively by metrical structure (Hewitt, 1991, 1992; Leer, 1985c; Rice, 1992). In this section we will see that the representation that best accounts for the pitch patterns in CA is an ILT foot like the one proposed in Section 2: a moraic iamb with a right adjunct. To illustrate the distribution of pitch in CA, (10) first provides some words with light syllables with their respective pitch contours, according to Leer’s descriptions (1985c, pp. 168–170).

(10) Pitch patterns; words with light syllables (Leer, 1985c):

| a. | $\text{ta qu}$ | $\text{ma lu}$ | $\text{ni}$ |
| b. | $\text{pi su qu}$ | $\text{ta qu}$ | $\text{ni}$ |
| c. | $\text{ka}$ | $\text{mek}$ | $\text{ni}$ |
| d. | $\text{ta}$ | $\text{ka}$ |

As can be seen in (10), stressed syllables are always high, and some of them are up-stepped (¡H; see the final Illegible characters and symbols:  

---

*In CA orthography, the apostrophe (’) is sometimes used to indicate that a preceding c is a geminate or that a fricative has been dropped. In the latter case the orthographic representation is based on the underlying morphology and does not have any effect on the phonetic form (Leer, 1985a, p. 98).

Leer explicitly states that a long vowel’s or diphthong’s second mora is the head of the foot; that is, long vowels have a rising (or iambic) contour.
syllable in 10c). H is up-stepped when it is preceded by another H and there is no intervening L between the two highs (10c). A high tone will not be up-stepped if the preceding H is already up-stepped, that is, in CA up-stepping does not chain (e.g., anik’tuárádí ‘I’m going to go out’; Leer, 1985a, p. 116). Therefore, the up-stepping can be interpreted as an Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) effect (Hewitt, 1991, p. 55). The attraction of H to stressed syllables (i.e., foot heads) is common in mixed prosodic systems with tone and stress, and various rules and constraints have been proposed to account for this universal tendency (e.g., Bickmore, 1995; de Lacy, 2002, 2004, 2006; Goldsmith, 1987). Likewise, the up-stepping of an H when preceded by another H is well known from the literature of tone and intonation (Goldsmith, 1976; Gussenhoven, 2004; Pierrehumbert, 1980; Yip, 2002, etc.) and can be easily captured by a simple rule or via constraint interaction.

In optimality theory terms, it can be argued that the up-stepping of certain high tones results from a high-ranked OCP constraint, which avoids a sequence of two high tones by up-stepping the second one (HH → H2H). When this constraint is high ranked, it predicts that up-stepping will not apply to all H syllables, but acts minimally so as to avoid violations of the OCP constraint. This prediction is borne out in CA, where a sequence of four high tones is resolved by up-stepping the second and fourth H syllables in a form like ágí, múádí, quí, táá. This ‘I’m going to dance’ (Leer, 1985c, p. 170). That is, up-stepping applies twice in a sequence of four syllables. The up-stepping of the second and fourth H tones in ágí, múádí, quí, táá makes sense using an OCP constraint: up-stepping one high tone would clearly not be enough, since there would still be an OCP violation, so two up-stepped high tones are needed. To avoid OCP violations in the most economical way, an alternating pattern of up-stepping is created.

As anticipated in Section 1, what is puzzling in CA is the distribution of lows: while some unstressed syllables are assigned an L (e.g., the third syllable in 10a, 10b and 10d), other unstressed syllables do not receive any particular tone, their pitch being an interpolation between neighboring tones (e.g., the first and fourth syllables in 10a-b, the third syllable in 10c). If one considers the data in (10), a non-structural stress-based explanation for the pitch patterns could be proposed. Namely, it could be argued that an L docks onto every post-stress syllable that is not immediately followed by a high-pitched syllable. This approach derives the correct distribution of pitch in words with light syllables (10a-d). However, when words with heavy syllables are taken into consideration, the stress-based account proves inadequate, being unable to predict the presence or absence of lows. This is shown in (11a–b), where the pitch patterns of two words with heavy syllables are considered. These words have similar length (both are trisyllabic) and stress occurs on exactly the same syllables (i.e., the first and third syllables). However, they differ in their pitch melodies: in (11a) the second syllable bears a low pitch, whereas the second syllable in (11b) does not. Therefore, a strictly stress-based account of the distribution of pitch in CA fails to capture the pitch differences between these two forms, since stress falls on the same syllables (first and third), yet their pitch patterns are different.

(11) Pitch patterns: light and heavy syllables (Leer, 1985a):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tonal patterns</th>
<th>p.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. án, ci, quá</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. taá, ta, qá</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a model that allows reference to ILT feet, the difference in pitch between unstressed syllables in (11a) vs. (11b) can be easily captured since the same ILT metrical structure needed for stress can now straightforwardly account for the distribution of pitch in CA as well. In particular, we propose that CA exploits the distinction between the two types of foot dependents in the ILT foot: (i) the dependent of the minimal projection of a foot (σ, in Figure 2) and (ii) the dependent located in the adjunct position (σb, in Figure 2), that is, the dependent of a non-minimal projection of a foot. More specifically, our proposal is that in CA an L only docks onto unstressed syllables that are in an adjunct position, that is, that are directly dominated by a non-minimal foot (i.e., a foot dominating another foot), whereas no specific pitch accent is assigned to immediate dependents of a minimal foot (i.e., a foot that is not dominating a foot; terminology borrowed from Itô & Mester, 2007, 2009, 2013).

Figure 2: Two types of foot dependents (Martínez-Paricio, 2013).

This representational analysis is illustrated in (12) and it correctly predicts that no L will occur in a word in the absence of an ILT foot (12b). In this sense, the ILT foot approach is able to provide a unified account of both stress and tone in the language.

(12) Distribution of H and L:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tonal patterns</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ((án) ci) (quá)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. (taá) (ta, qá)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

8 Note that the OCP constraint itself does not select a particular H tone to be up-stepped (i.e., here the 2nd H in a HH sequence, not the first). This choice follows from other constraints not discussed here.
The distribution of pitch in CA, thus, constitutes additional empirical evidence for the need of recursive footing in natural languages. Namely, the recursion-based representational device allows the different behavior of the two types of unstressed syllables to be captured (further support for this idea can be found in Davis & Cho, 2003; Jensen, 2000; Kager & Martínez-Paricio, forthcoming-a). This particular interpretation of the facts also explains why we never encounter rising and falling pitch contours within a single heavy syllable: a syllable that has two morae always constitutes a foot of its own, but this foot is always minimal and, therefore, an L cannot be docked onto it.

4. LENGTHENING

Leer (1985c) reports that in CA stressed vowels are generally lengthened in syllables that are not closed by a consonant (e.g., akútaq:akútamék). Interestingly, Leer notes a subtle durational difference among lengthened vowels: some of them are longer than the rest. For instance, when comparing the duration of the second syllable in akútaq ‘a food ABSOLUTIVE’ (13a) and akútamék ‘a food-ABLATIVE-sg’ (13b) Leer states: “the syllable ku is lengthened in both cases, but u is longer in akútaq” (1985c, p. 164).

13) a. akú:taq ‘a food-ABSOLUTIVE’
   b. akú:ta.mék ‘a food-ABLATIVE-sg’

This durational difference between the two words is, as we will show, relatively straightforward if one considers the differences between their metrical structures in a model with ILT feet, as can be seen in (14):

14) ILT foot model:
   a. ((a.kú:)) taq
   b. (a.kú:ta.mék)

The u in akútaq (14a) can be argued to be longer than the u one in akútamék (14b) due to its double-head status: the former is simultaneously the head of two feet, a minimal foot and a non-minimal foot (based on Martínez-Paricio, 2012). Syllables in the foot head are often lengthened in many languages, and thus it is likely that a syllable that is the head of two foot projections is singled out as the target of lengthening too. In that sense, the length distinction between (13a) and (13b) can be understood as a prosodic prominence effect.

An alternative purely phonetic account of the facts, which is also valid, can be found in Hayes (1995). This author claims that the lengthening process is inhibited before fortis consonants. Fortis consonants are slightly longer than lenis consonants, taking up part of the space otherwise available for lengthening. This would explain why the second vowel in (15b) is slightly shorter than the one in (15a), without the need of resorting to ILF feet—remember that fortis consonants coincide with the left edge of a foot and, hence, only (15b) contains a fortis consonant.

15) Metrical parsings according to Hayes (1995)
   a. (a.kú:taq)
   b. (a.kú:ta.mék)

Unfortunately, Leer (1985c) does not provide a detailed description of the systematicity of the lengthening process, neither does he present exact durational values for the reported differences in length. Therefore, it is not possible to establish whether this lengthening distinction should be encoded in the phonological module of grammar (in the form of a constraint/rule that targets heads of two feet) or, by contrast, if it is just a matter of phonetic implementation, either resulting from the fortis nature of the following consonant (Hayes, 1995) or the phonetic interpretation of a double-headed syllable (15).

5. ALTERNATIVE REPRESENTATIONS

The number of CA stress analyses one can find in the literature is vast. In this section we briefly review just a few of the representations proposed earlier for the language, those that have most significantly influenced the present analysis, but differ from it in some crucial respects. The section closes with one more recent proposal for CA (Section 5.5), which crucially deviates from previous studies in the type of assumed prosodic representations.

5.1. Leer (1985c)

The original idea of positing an additional prosodic layer between the word and the metrical foot can already be tracked in the primary source of CA, that is, Leer (1985c). Likewise, this author was the first to point out that pitch in CA could be analyzed by reference to foot structure. However, Leer’s approach differs from the present one in a few respects. On the one hand, Leer posited two intermediate levels between the prosodic word and the metrical foot rather than one: the Superfoot (SF) and the Pitch Group (PG). To demonstrate that these categories are not mere notational variants of our ILT feet, compare Leer’s representation on the left hand in Figure 3a to ours with ILT feet on the right hand (Figure 3b).

Figure 3: Comparison of Leer’s (1985c) pitch groups and superfeet in (a) vs. Internally Layered Feet (b).
Leer’s Superfoot is immediately above the foot; it sometimes coincides with the foot (the first SFt in Figure 3a) and sometimes consists of a foot with an adjoined weak syllable (the second superfoot in Figure 3a), in a similar setup to our ILT foot. Furthermore, some pairs of superfeet can be grouped in a higher category, that is, the Pitch Group. According to Leer, pitch groups in CA are always right headed and consist of two superfeet, SFt1 and SFt2, but they are only built “if SFt1 is identical with the foot it dominates” (1985c, p. 168). The only raison d’être of the category of the Pitch Group in Leer’s account is to facilitate an account of up-stepping: pairs of H tones are grouped into pitch groups, the rightmost one been up-stepped. The stipulation that in a Pitch Group “SFt1 must be identical with the foot it dominates” needs to be made because when SFt1 includes an appended syllable (and hence, it is not identical with the foot it dominates) this appended syllable bears an L. However, recall that up-stepping only occurs when there is no intervening L between the two H syllables. Therefore, to avoid building a Pitch Group in case SFt1 is a ternary constituent, Leer must preclude the creation of a Pitch Group when SFt1 is not a binary foot. By contrast, we do not need to stipulate any of these specific requirements in our approach, in which the distribution of pitch is quite straightforward: Lows dock onto adjuncts of ILT feet, Highs dock onto foot heads and an OCP constraint triggers the up-stepping of some Highs.

Another illustrative example of Leer’s Pitch Groups is provided below in (16). The specific tone of a syllable is indicated by the gridmarks: one gridmark corresponds to an L tone, two gridmarks to an H tone, three to an H up-stepped. In (16) the right branch of the Pitch Group is up-stepped.

\[(\bar{a}g^{H}) (\bar{ma}u^{H}) (\bar{gu}. \bar{ta}r^{H}) ((\bar{ma}u^{H}), \bar{na}^{L})\]

The metrical structure for this form in our approach would be the one shown in (17), with three standard binary feet and one final ILT foot.

\[(\bar{a}g^{H}) (\bar{ma}u^{H}) (\bar{gu}. \bar{ta}r^{H}) ((\bar{ma}u^{H}), \bar{na}^{L})\]

Leer does not provide independent motivation for these pitch groups, that is, these constituents are explicitly posit- ed to create a domain for up-stepping. However, in Section 3 we demonstrated that this is not needed. Instead, the up-stepping can be explained by reference to one unique category independently needed to account for stress distri-...
ILT foot model the true head of the ternary foot corresponds exclusively to one constituent: in Figure 4, the second mora. This subtle distinction is crucial in CA, where one of the syllables (or morae) in the binary head is systematically more prominent than the other. For instance, the first two syllables in a form like [(τa.qi^i)m^i][ni^i] behave phonologically differently: only the second syllable bears stress and a high pitch, and only the first syllable undergoes fortition of its onset. Hence, the resolved foot is principally unable to capture any metrically conditioned phenomena in which one of the elements in the head behaves as weaker or stronger than the other. For example, this structure would fail to capture the typological observation that in languages with iambic lengthening such as CA only the head’s second syllable displays lengthening. The flat head also makes it impossible to account for cases in which the vowel of only one syllable in the binary head is reduced.

5.3. Hewitt (1991, 1992)

We have proposed here an interpretation of the facts very similar to the one argued for in Hewitt (1991, 1992). However, rather than considering the possibility that feet are recursive and that the unstressed syllable is directly dominated by a foot, Hewitt claimed that the ternary category consisting of a foot and a light syllable is a bounded prosodic word. In fact, in Hewitt’s account, binary feet without an adjunct also project a bounded prosodic word (Hewitt, 1991, 1992, p. 77). This is illustrated in Figure 5 with a 5-mora form (for details, see Hewitt, 1991, §2.2).

Figure 5: Adapted from Hewitt (1991, p. 50 and p. 53).

This author should be therefore credited for unifying the analysis of stress and pitch. Yet considering that this ternary constituent is a prosodic word rather than a foot faces a few problems. First, by multiplying the number and boundaries of prosodic words as in Figure 5, there is no simple way to formalize the weight-by-position restriction affecting word-initial cvc syllables (see Section 2.1). We interpreted this restriction to be a prominence effect affecting word-initial syllables. However, under Hewitt’s representations it is not clear how to capture the generalization that a coda is only moraic in the first syllable, but not in other word-internal syllables, which in his analysis coincide with the left edge of a prosodic word.

Secondly, as suggested in Section 4, the ILT foot approach could also account for the reported extra length of vowels in the head of layered feet as opposed to vowels in the head on non-layered feet: only the former has a double-headed status. However, it is not clear how Hewitt’s representations can account for the difference between long vs. half-long vowels, since in his analysis all foot heads display the same structure, that is, they are all heads of bounded prosodic words (see Figure 5).

Hewitt’s key argument for positing a bounded prosodic word in CA is based on the distribution of pitch in Koniag Alutiiq (KA), a related Yupik dialect. In KA the H tone docks onto all syllables, except if a word with a final unstressed syllable has a final L tone. Based on the similarities of the dialects, Hewitt states that in CA and Koniag the underlying tone pattern is (L) H (L). In Koniag, the H docked onto the first foot head is spread to the other feet within the prosodic word (see Figure 6). To derive the alternating tonal pattern in CA as opposed to the more uniform KA pattern, Hewitt’s proposal is that the domain of tone is the word. Since CA has multiple instances of bounded prosodic words, it also has iterating tone assignment. Figure 6 illustrates this proposal, assuming a word with light syllables. Feet are binary in KA.

Figure 6: Adapted from Hewitt (1992, p. 72).

Koniag Alutiiq Chugach Alutiiq

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ</td>
<td>σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ</td>
<td>σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L H</td>
<td>L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, Rice (1992) states that “in personal communication, Leer reports that the pitch on initial unstressed light syllables [at least in CA] is actually an interpolation between the neighboring pitch values” (p. 147). Hence, word initial syllables in CA forms that start with a light syllable are not phonologically specified for a low tone. In a framework with ILT feet, the distributions of pitch in CA can be easily derived due to the different status of foot heads and foot dependents, in relation to a minimal foot or a non-minimal foot. There is no need to posit two bounded prosodic words to account for the iteration of a tonal melody in CA. In KA, where there are no ILT feet, an H is docked onto the first foot head and spread rightward within the prosodic word. In both dialects pitch is assigned to the morphological word, which in both dialects can be equated with the prosodic word, but in CA the additional feature of iterative foot formation has an immediate effect on the distribution of pitch.

Finally, Leer (1985a) describes a gemination process in CA (briefly referred to in footnote 5), which targets the onset of a second syllable that is heavy. As a result, a word-initial light syllable becomes heavy (e.g., /qây.yaát.xun/ [qây.yaát.xun] ‘by their boats’). Within our proposal, gemination can be again interpreted to be a phonological enhancement process restricted to word-initial syllables, but with Hewitt’s representations it is not so simple to restrict this process to absolute word-initial position be-
cause the word-initial context is multiplied due to the bounded prosodic word.

In sum, although Hewitt’s bounded prosodic word often coincides with our ILT foot, it is important to highlight that the former is not a mere notational variant of the latter. Some context-specific processes would remain unexplained. For this reason, it is crucial that the layer that consists of a foot and an adjoined syllable is characterized as a foot and not a prosodic word.

5.4. Weak Local Parsing analyses

Kager (1993) originally proposed the strictly bimoraic iamb9 for CA in combination with Weak Local Parsing (WLP), a foot parsing mode proposed by Hayes (1995) for ternary stress (see also Elenbaas & Kager, 1999). While binary rhythm involves a directional parsing of pairs of syllables into feet, that is, a back-to-back mode, WLP creates ternary rhythm by leaving a monomoraic syllable unparsed between feet. In Kager’s analysis, after WLP, all unparsed syllables are stray-adjoined to the preceding bimoraic foot into a trimoraic surface foot.

(18) After WLP                  After adjunction
      (án) ci (quá)               (án ci) (quá)
      (a.tú) qu (ni.kí)           (a.tú.qu) (ni.kí)
      (naá) qu (ma.lú) ku        (naá.qu) (ma.lú.ku)
      (pi.sú) qu (ta.qú) ni      (pi.sú.qu) (ta.qú.ní)

Note that the difference with the ILT analysis resides in the flatness of the ternary foot after stray adjunction. This is also a disadvantage of Kager’s analysis: it cannot capture differences between two types of weak syllables regarding low pitch distribution which the ILT analysis easily captures in terms of status of dependents of minimal versus maximal feet. Conceptually, a WLP-plus-stray-adjunction analysis uses two distinct mechanisms for metrical foot parsing, which makes it less uniform than the ILT foot analysis, which has one mechanism.

5.5. Hyde (2001, 2002 et seq.)

Hyde (2001, 2002 and subsequent work) proposes a radical modification of the types of metrical representations allowed by universal grammar, in particular the inclusion of ambipodal syllables. Ambipodal syllables are structurally bipolar in the sense of being simultaneously the head of one foot (Ftx) and the dependent of another foot (Fty). Consider a word with six light syllables in CA; in these forms, stress falls on the second and the fifth syllables as indicated by the gridmarks (Figure 7).

By virtue of their gridmark, these ambipodal syllables are the only ones that receive stress. Other syllables that are in a foot head position (e.g., the third and sixth syllables) surface without stress. There is ample evidence for the existence of stressless feet in several languages (e.g., Buckel, 2009, and references therein) and, thus, the fact that CA has stressless feet is not necessarily a drawback of Hyde’s proposal. However, Hyde’s assumption that the only syllables that receive stress in CA are the ones simultaneously located in a head and a dependent position is counterintuitive, since syllables that are in purely head positions would be expected to be slightly stronger than those that are in a head dependent position. Hence, within Hyde’s proposal, the relation between prosodic structure and stress is looser than in standard theories; it also requires two systems/devices to mark prominence: the metrical grid and prosodic constituency (i.e., feet and syllables).

An analysis of CA in ambipodal terms (Figure 7) is also descriptively inadequate since consonant fortition can no longer be derived from foot-initial strengthening. Instead, these representations would predict fortition in the first, second, fourth and fifth syllable; however, fortition only targets the onsets of the first and fourth syllables (Section 2). Also, it is not clear how these representations can account for the distribution of pitch in the language. Recall that in a 6-syllable word, an L is docked onto the third and sixth syllables. To save Hyde’s analysis, one could propose that Lows only dock onto genuine foot heads while excluding ambipodal syllables. However, this seems to contradict the crosslinguistic generalizations that report that low tones tend to be associated with H tones, not L tones (Bickmore, 1995; de Lacy, 2002, 2006; Goldsmith, 1987).

To conclude, even if an ambipodal-syllable account is able to predict CA ternary rhythm, a recursion-based analysis still seems to be superior since it provides a unified and simpler account of several word-level phenomena.

5.6. Overall evaluation of representational elements

After reviewing several proposals for prosodic structure in CA, we can identify various positive and negative elements among them. Three outstanding positive elements of representation, which are shared by Leer (1985a), Hewitt (1991, 1992), and the current ILT proposal are the
following: (a) the strictly bimoraic foot (Foot in Leer, 1985a, and Hewitt, 1991, 1992; a minimal foot in our current proposal); (b) some type of recursive prosodic structure between the bimoraic foot (head) and the prosodic word (Superfeet in Leer, 1985a; bounded prosodic words in Hewitt, 1991, 1992; or ILT feet in our proposal); (c) monomoraic right-hand adjuncts in recursive categories mentioned in (b). These three elements allow for a straightforward representation of ternary rhythm as well as foot-dependent segmental and tonal distributions in CA. Elements of representation that are less successful, and should be jettisoned include: (a) non-unique heads (resolved feet, Rice, 1992; ambipodal syllables, Hyde, 2001, 2002); (b) superfluous categories (the Pitch Group, Leer, 1985c; the maximal minimal word, Hewitt, 1991, 1992; the flat surface feet, Kager, 1993).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have presented arguments for the re-habilitation of the Internally Layered Ternary (ILT) foot in metrical representations, based on converging evidence from Chugach Alutiq from several sources: its mixed ternary-binary rhythmic pattern as well as three foot governed segmental and prosodic phenomena—consonant fortition, extra long vowel lengthening and the complex distribution of tones. We have showed ILT feet to be proper domains for these phenomena allowing maximally simple statements of their contexts, as foot-initial, double-head status and dependent of a non-minimal foot, respectively. The convergence of four complex distributions (stress, fortition, vowel duration, and pitch) by a single prosodic constituent is strong evidence for the ILT foot as element of prosodic theory. Yet, inclusion of ILT in prosodic theory does not amount to the addition of a primitive, since ILT feet are derived simply by adjunction of a single syllable to the classical category foot. A minimally recursive structure after adjunction is all that is needed to give all of the beneficial effects.

The analysis of CA adds to a pre-existing body of analyses based on ILT feet, reported in studies such as Martínez-Paricio and Kager (2015), and references in the introduction of this article. We believe that future exploration of the prosodic systems of natural languages as well as their metrically dependent phenomena will reveal further cases and evidence for the ILT foot.
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